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Registration and tribulation
The year 2022 will see many, if not all, national puppet governments imposing mandatory vax on

their people. Call it what you will; this long-planned and well-orchestrated international registration

of the entire world’s citizenry is well documented in the book of Revelation.

As this internationally stimulated pogrom develops, any person/s resisting will be denigrated then

denied basic government services. Persecution will come, and over time, dissenters will be made

classless or exterminated. This is also well documented in the Book of Revelation as well as other

apocryphal books.

(READ MATTHEW 24:21,22)

The Vac Trap

Jesus speaking

Learn a truth, My children, that you be not over taken as if by a thief in the night. For I

say to you that the Antichrist has come and does reign even now! And though the

revelation of the man incarnate will be revealed in My time, know that the spirit of

Antichrist reigns even now, and is flooding the Earth as the waters cover the seas.

 

My children, open your eyes and discern the signs of the times––that the skies are red,

red with warning, and black, black with clouds, and, lo, the great confusion is even upon

the inhabitants of Earth! Are the masses not confused and torn and tattered and blown

about? Are not men‘s minds scrambled and cluttered with complexities and confusion?

Do not the waves of the seas roar with the crashing sounds of thunder? Has not the love

of many waxed cold, and is not the Earth filled with evil men and seducers waxing worse

and worse on every side? Yea, for I say, the Great Confusion is upon the peoples of the
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Earth. It has begun and continues to gain momentum day by day. Confusion, murkiness,

distortions and atrocities are on every side. Polluted waters on troubled seas do cover the

Earth. Satan is loosed and brings with him great confusion!

He walks about as a roaring lion, and as a wolf in sheep‘s clothing, seeking to devour and

destroy those in his path––those who are weak, those who would fall for his chicanery,

those who choose to yield to the pride of life. He seeks to disrupt and destroy, for in

destruction lies his power. He lures and persuades with subtleties and seeming

pleasures––delightful to the eye, appealing to the taste, soothing to the ears of those who

would prefer to live in strong delusion. He uses the deceitfulness of science falsely so–

called, and the wizardry of modern technology to control the masses. He invents and

schemes with his false images transmitted throughout the Earth. He tries hard to gain

ground and offers these delights to those who would serve him.

“There‘s going to be an awful lot of people absolutely stunned, shocked, astonished, eyes
wide with amazement and fear when it happens!––The Great Confusion!––Obviously that
greatest of all confusions.“

Out of Memphis

“Stand back and see Me fight on your behalf when you call on the keys of defense. I will

be sure to do My part when you are faithful to call on the keys.”

For more of these prophecies see link to TCOD#8 below
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